
A Heart to Mend book. Read 17 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. SHE HAS AN OPEN FUTURE Gladys moves to live with an estranged aunt ...Â Goodreads helps you keep track of books you want to read. Start by marking Â“A Heart to MendÂ” as Want to Read: Want to Read saving… Want to Read. Currently Reading. Read. Other editions. Enlarge cover. How To Mend A Heart book. A charming arts-and-crafts approach to dealing with first moments of heartbreak. Be it caused by a lost pet, a friendÂ”’s moving away, or even simple childhood injustice, Sara Gillingham (How to Grow a Friend) understands the gentle touch needed to soothe a sore heart. Her fresh and whimsical design makes an enticing vehicle for her advice.Â How To Mend A Heart. Written & illustrated by Sara Gillingham. Published by Random House Children's Books. [Book II of The Hearts Series] [In Progress] Â“Love, was never worth it.Â” *** Danielle Williams lived a normal life. That was until Martin Grey, her loving bo...Â To Mend a Broken Heart. 5.7K Reads 351 Votes 12 Part Story. By thedrowningfishi Ongoing - Updated Dec 17, 2018. "A Heart to Mend will bring tears to the eyes and cheers at the end especially for those who have experienced the search for a career or tumultuous family and emotional relationships." - -LAN THANO, Seattle. "...a powerful story of how love doesn't strut, never gives up, never looks back and keeps going to the end." - -SHOLA ADU-OKUBOTE, Femme Lounge. "this book will have you flipping through the pages anxiously...It brings you back to the realities of life: how fragile love can be and the realizations of trust and fear." - -Mariam Olagunju, gidilounge.com. Â Books related to A Heart to Mend. Skip this list. Put Me Back Together.